Climate Change Re-Routes Jet Streams, Causing Wild Weather 
by Alex Kirby
February 26, 2013: London – Extreme weather is often the result of climate change, according to scientists in Germany, who say they have found how greenhouse gases are helping to trap the jet stream and the weather patterns it brings.  The Earth has experienced a range of severe regional weather extremes in recent years, including the heat waves of 2011 in the United States and 2010 in Russia, a year that also brought the unprecedented Pakistan floods.
Behind these distinct events, though, there is a common physical cause, according to a team at the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research in Germany.  Their paper, which helps to explain the mechanism that is causing an increasing number of weather extremes, has the less than catchy title of "Quasi-resonant amplification of planetary waves and recent Northern Hemisphere weather extremes," and will be published this week in the U.S. journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
The paper suggests that man-made climate change is repeatedly disturbing the patterns of airflow around the northern hemisphere, bringing extreme conditions.
High-Altitude Air Currents
This airflow has always travelled in waves round the planet, influenced by the difference in temperature between the oceans and land surfaces.  These in turn cause changes in the high-altitude air currents, particularly the jet stream.  "When they swing up, these waves suck warm air from the tropics to Europe, Russia, or the U.S.," said lead author Vladimir Petoukhov.  "And when they swing down, they do the same thing with cold air from the Arctic.
"What we found is that during several recent extreme weather events, these waves almost freeze in their tracks for weeks.  So instead of bringing in cool air after having brought warm air in, the heat just stays.  In fact we observe a strong amplification of the usually weak, slow-moving component of these waves."
Time is critical here: two or three days of 30°C (86ºF), are no problem, but 20 days or more lead to extreme heat stress, the authors say.  Since many ecosystems and cities are not adapted to temperatures this high, prolonged hot periods can cause many deaths, as well as forest fires and serious crop losses.
Climate change caused by greenhouse gas emissions from the burning of fossil fuels does not mean uniform warming – in the Arctic the relative rise in temperatures, amplified by the loss of snow and ice, is higher than average.  This in turn reduces the temperature difference between the Arctic and, for example, Europe.  Yet it is this temperature difference that is normally a main driver of airflow, including the jet streams.
Trapping Energy
Additionally, continents generally warm and cool more readily than the oceans.  They always have.  But, coupled with the new changes to the jet streams, the net result is to trap the energy of the slow-moving parts of the waves.  "These two factors are crucial for the mechanism we detected," says Petoukhov.  "They result in an unnatural pattern of the mid-latitude airflow, so that for extended periods, the slow waves get trapped."
The authors tested their assumptions using standard daily weather data from the U.S. National Centers for Environmental Prediction.  During recent periods in which several major weather extremes occurred, they did observe the trapping and strong amplification of particular waves.
"Our dynamical analysis helps to explain the increasing number of novel weather extremes," said Hans Joachim Schellnhuber, director of the Potsdam climate institute and co-author of the study.  "This is quite a breakthrough, even though things are not at all simple – the suggested physical process increases the probability of weather extremes, but additional factors certainly play a role as well, including natural variability."
The 32-year period the project analyzed provides a good indication of the mechanism involved, but is too short to allow definite conclusions.  Still, scientists are surprised by how far beyond experience some of the recent extremes have been.  The new data show that the emergence of extraordinary weather is not just a straightforward linear response to the average warming trend; the proposed mechanism could explain that.  
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